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Today’s speakers

Cyberwatching.eu Introduction and welcome note
- Nicholas Ferguson, Cyberwatching Project Coordinator & Trust-IT Services

Towards a trustworthy and resilient digital Europe
- Roberto Cascella, ECSO

CyberSANE: Cyber Security Incident Handling, Warning and Response System for the European Critical Infrastructures
- Spyros Papastergiou - CyberSANE & Maggioli

Building cybersecurity training environment to protect ICT systems
- Niccolo Zazzeri, CYBERWISER.eu & Trust-IT Services

ReAct: REactively Defending against Advanced Cybersecurity Threats
- Evangelos Markatos, REACT & FORTH-ICS

Q&A Roundtable
The European watch on Cybersecurity and Privacy

- **Map, cluster and collaborate EU Research & Innovation**
  - **EU Project Hub** - Europe’s only collaboration platform for EU-funded cybersecurity and privacy projects. Concertation and Cluster workshops to foster collaboration and market readiness of results.

- **Promote EU innovation to the EU market**
  - **Marketplace** - A curated Marketplace of R&I results and services offered by providers across Europe. Market readiness training for projects and SMEs. Free tools, guides and workshops for SMEs across the EU.

- **Recommend policy and standards best practices**
  - **Policy, standards and certification** - Recommendations reports: standards and certification, GDPR and emerging technologies. Technology radar including €560 million worth of funded projects.
Upcoming events

- CONCORDIA Open Door 2020 – Virtual exhibition stand (28-29 October – Join us at lunchtime!)
- EPES and Smart GRIDS: practical tools and methods to fight against cyber and privacy attacks – (11.00 - 12:30, 10 November)
- Managing cyber risk – Priorities and best practices – 23 November
- How an evolving R&I landscape is addressing new cyber challenges – date tbc
Thank-you and keep in touch

Nicholas Ferguson, Trust-IT Services
n.ferguson@trust-itservices.com
Thank you for joining us!